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21st CENTURY CANNIBALISM
“We’d Love to Have you for Dinner”
Katy Perry recently revealed that she loves eating human flesh. She thinks it is very
healthy for us to eat other human beings. One gets extra special health benefits from a human
ham or steak. Instead of nibbling on Chinese style chicken feet, Katy may like nibbling on a hand,
perhaps. Maybe she has a foot fetish. I’m not sure of that. She may even prefer a breast; like
some enjoy a well prepared breast of chicken or pheasant, maybe. In South Africa, human and
chimp/human hybrid meat; as in black meat, is quite readily available. Indeed several months
ago a black man came on record complaining he was sick and tired of eating human meat and was
looking forward to a beefsteak. In South Africa, White Meat is particularly savored because it has
the very best JuJu; an open admission by black cannibals that White is superior. We White
People have much greater JuJu, especially if the source of the meat was tortured for hours and
hours first with whatever is available; electric drills, chain saws, screw drivers, broken bottles,
knives, axes, a shovel, perhaps. And you thought the last cannibals on Earth were focused in
Papua New Guinea Given that Ms. Perry is enjoying human meat, it identifies that cannibalism is
even being practiced by what appear to be White Humans; but may in fact be reptilian shape
shifters or Jews; to wit the Pizza Gate story and other reveals regarding the practices of
Satanists; Jews such as that sanguine witch, Abramovich who organizes special meals for blood
thirsty guests.
I am reading a fascinating book which was published in 1868, before the publishing houses
had been completely taken over by the Jews. In the 19th and earlier centuries, books were
published revealing information which today would be considered to be highly politically incorrect.
The title of the book in question is a long one, which was typical of books published in earlier
centuries. THE NEGROES IN NEGROLAND; The Negroes in America; and Negroes
Generally. Also, The Several Races of White Men, Considered as the Involuntary and
Predestined Supplanters of the Black Races. The book is a compilation of first hand accounts by
explorers, missionaries, traders, and tourists who visited Africa in the 18th and 19th centuries.
The editor who collected the observations was named, Hinton Rowan Helper. He was a staunch
advocate for a White America. Judging from what is revealed in his book, there is no wonder why
he would have been such an advocate. The first chapter of his book is: Cannibalism in
Negroland. According to this revealing book, the abominable practice is/was widespread in that
Dark Continent. It has never gone away. Indeed, the aboriginal people of sub Saharan and
Central Africa have not hidden their savage nature. Indeed, the way negroes murder each other
in Africa, in general, is barbaric to say the least. All one has to do is look at how Hutus and
Tutsis took care of each other in a conflict. Look at what goes on in Somalia. Take a good gander
at Zimbabwe. Indeed, recognize the fact that the negroes of Africa are stuck in a stone aged mind
set. They have never evolved beyond their tribal allegiances. Eventually these black skinned
cannibals drifted south into the White Nations of Rhodesia and South Africa and have, due to their
numbers taken over those nations and are reducing them to a lowest common denominator which
is a country of very primitive, retarded cannibals who all believe in witchcraft; that being a
universal trait which Mister Helper also reveals with first hand accounts in his remarkable book.
The Communist ANC government has openly advocated the extermination of all White
People of South Africa. They are doing a very efficient job of it, so far. Stories about the effects of
the official state sanctioned hiring policies are such that thousands of White People have been
thrown out of their jobs with no hope of ever getting another job in South Africa. Those hapless
White People, middle managers, mechanics, teachers, dental hygienists; all kinds of people have
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ended up in shanty towns; living in huts made of whatever materials they could scrounge up,
even cardboard boxes. The plight of the White People of South Africa is extremely tragic because
of Democracy they have lost the land which their ancestors developed and turned into two great
nations at one time. Indeed one measure of such achievement is the value of the nation’s
currency. The South African Rand was one of the most stable currencies on the planet for a very
long time. Now, because negroes are running the show, in former Rhodesia, the money is not
worth the paper it is printed on and the Rand is losing ground by the day as South Africa is
collapsing into a fourth world cess pit where savagery becomes the norm and human heads stare
at you with empty eye sockets wherever the blacks set up a kraal and skulls of strong JuJu
victims are scraped to add some extra power into the daily soup for the war lord or king of the
tribe in question. Thanks to Jew invented Communism and Democracy, (forget the Athens story),
in order to make it easy to manipulate masses of people, the people of many nations have voted
and over time, Communism has supplanted the Ideal of Democracy, which the ignoratti were
duped into believing in with great fervor and zealousness. Once the Blacks outnumbered the
Whites, their vote eventually resulted in a slimy little terrorist murdering cockroach who should
have been hung for his crimes becoming president. Nelson Mandela and his ANC thugs formed the
government, with the applause of the western nations of ignorant, under educated, over worked
drones and the extermination of White People began in earnest as farm attacks began to escalate.
Now, because of Democracy, a Jacob Zuma is president and he never even completed grade one.
At the end of this December, the official policy of the ANC is to seize all the land and
property of White People in South Africa. Most of those people have been disarmed and are
defenseless. Just as people are defenseless in all Jew infected nations where those creatures have
taken over control of the government and legal industries. When the land grab begins, the
murders of White People will become astronomical. Indeed there is a tragedy unfolding in South
Africa which will completely destroy that nation and soak the ground with gallons and gallons of
blood. Where is the United Nations? Where is the United States; the supposed harbinger of peace
and democracy? They have no interest in saving the people of South Africa because the UN and
the government of the USA is made up of Jewish chutzpatzers who see the extermination of White
People as a necessary sacrifice to Moloch in order to bring in the Kingdom of the Jews; where
there are not so many annoyingly intelligent White People to deal with. South Africa is a sign of
things to come elsewhere and that is why all White People on Planet Earth have to take a serious
look at this unfolding crisis. Blacks are savage by nature and those infected with the Muslim
virus, are particularly dangerous because they have a hive mind set and are retarded cannibals
who believe in witchcraft. They have no qualms about hacking each other to death, so, why would
one think that those creatures would treat White People any better today? Most White People
never heeded the wise counsel of Doctor Albert Sweitzer who devoted his entire professional life to
serving blacks in Africa; since those chimp hybrids could not even invent a plank and needed
help. Doctor Sweitzer said, ‘the biggest mistake White People made was to give the black man the
idea that we are equal.’ The behaviour of negroes clearly shows us that we are not equal. We are
not the same in any way other than we have similar looking bodies. They sort of look human.
The White People of South Africa need to be considered as REFUGEES. Those are the
people who should be flown into our White Western Nations instead of those bug infested, diseased
and retarded Muslim chimp hybrids from sub Saharan Africa. The former will help to raise your
nation to greatness, whereas the latter will destroy your nation and reduce it to a hell hole. Take
note of what is happening in Sweden. Seven bombs in 12 days recently. Look at the UK. Take a
tour of London. Be very, very careful and watch your back. Even here in Alberta, we are already
seeing Muslim monkey hybrids attacking policemen and hapless pedestrians. Girls are being
threatened with decapitations in our local high schools. At what point are White People going to
say, ENOUGH IS ENOUGH! and start fighting back? All those negroes who love Africa so much
should be sent there and ALL Muslims must be immediately deported to the Middle East with
extreme prejudice; their mosques turned into recreation centres and their weapons caches
distributed amongst White People who are not armed and in need of firearms.
PayPal donations are gratefully accepted at: PayPal: gertjan@shaw.ca
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